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ABSTRACT 
We report on our ongoing development of EXOSIMS and mission simulation results for WFIRST. We present the 
interface control and the modular structure of the software, along with corresponding prototypes and class definitions for 
some of the software modules. More specifically, we focus on describing the main steps of our high-fidelity mission 
simulator EXOSIMS, i.e., the completeness, optical system and zodiacal light modules definition, the target list module 
filtering, and the creation of a planet population within our simulated universe module.  For the latter, we introduce the 
integration of a recent mass-radius model from the FORECASTER software. We also provide custom modules dedicated 
to WFIRST using both the Hybrid Lyot Coronagraph (HLC) and the Shaped Pupil Coronagraph (SPC) for detection and 
characterization, respectively. In that context, we show and discuss the results of some preliminary WFIRST simulations, 
focusing on comparing different methods of integration time calculation, through ensembles (large numbers) of survey 
simulations.  
Keywords: high contrast imaging, exoplanets, space missions, WFIRST, coronagraphs, end-to-end simulator, 
integration time, zodiacal light  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In addition to allowing for new detections of exoplanets and exozodiacal disks, direct imaging also enables astrometry 
and photometry of these objects, and allows for better estimation of exoplanet orbital parameters (e.g., β Pictoris,1 HR 
87992,3). Furthermore, high-resolution spectroscopic analysis can ultimately lead to determining the atmospheric 
structure and chemical composition of exoplanets.4 Direct imaging is therefore highly desirable, but also challenging. It 
requires combining technologies such as coronagraphy, wavefront sensing and control, pointing jitter control, and 
software solutions leading to post-processing gains in terms of contrast. So far, only a few dozen large bright planets 
have been imaged, mostly around young and nearby stars, and on fairly long-period orbits. In order to extend this 
parameter space, astronomers will most likely need to send out their instrumentation on spacecraft, and observe 
exoplanets directly from space. In this context, the WFIRST (Wide-Field Infrared Survey Telescope) NASA mission will 
be equipped with coronagraphs5 to directly image and spectrally characterize exoplanets and exozodiacal disks around 
nearby stars.  
As part of the WFIRST Preparatory Science investigation, we are developing the Exoplanet Open-Source Imaging 
Mission Simulator (EXOSIMS)6 designed to allow for systematic exploration of expected science yields over the course 
of a specific mission. A schematic depiction of the EXOSIMS modular architecture is given in Fig. 1. This modular 
structure allows users to investigate multiple missions or system designs by only modifying individual modules without 
having to redefine the unaffected ones. The instantiation of all modules begins with the construction of a 
MissionSimulation object, after loading the input specification from a single script file (see Fig. 1, green box). All other 
module objects are then instantiated, with the arrows indicating calls to object constructors in the order shown in the flow 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
We provide an update on the ongoing development of EXOSIMS. We give a detailed description of the TargetList 
module filtering, based on selected criteria introduced by the user, including completeness threshold, optical system 
working angles, and integration time cutoff. The completeness joint probability recently derived by our team is presented 
briefly. We also show results of wavelength dependent contrast and throughput curves obtained from a sequence of on- 
and off-axis source PSFs, using aperture photometry on the PSF core region delimited by the FWHM. The working angle 
range (IWA-OWA) is then determined by the OpticalSystem module based on the calculated throughput curve. The 
prototype OpticalSystem module is now also responsible for the planet signal and background noise electron count. In 
that context, we study different existing methods for calculating the integration time, and we provide specific 
OpticalSystem modules for each method. In addition, we explore new planet property models, and we integrate the MR 
relation model from the FORCASTER software, to predict the missing property (mass or radius) of previously detected 
planets (transits, radial velocities).  Finally, we analyze simulation ensembles data, focusing on the comparison between 
the newly implemented integration time calculation methods. Our preliminary results show consistent unique detection 
yields, with slightly different mean integration times. Further analysis is ongoing. EXOSIMS will continue to be further 
developed through the final release in May of 2017, and will be used to continuously refine the modeling of the WFIRST 
coronagraph science. 
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